The HemeScan test for genomic prognostic marker assessment in chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
Whole-genome analysis by array-based comparative genomic hybridization (array CGH) is an emerging technique for the detection of recurrent unbalanced chromosomal aberrations in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). These chromosomal changes can be highly predictive of clinical course and are evaluated at present using classical cytogenetics and interphase fluorescence in situ hybridization. However, the significant limitations of these assays have resulted in efforts to move array CGH from use as a discovery tool in the research laboratory into the clinical laboratory as an alternative method for the evaluation of genomic prognostic markers in patients with CLL. The HemeScan(™) array was developed as a clinical tool to provide prognostic marker identification with simultaneous diagnostic monitoring of the entire genome in CLL and other hematological malignancies. The authors review representative data from clinical testing of HemeScan for genomic aberration identification in CLL and present suggestions for the integration of array CGH genome scanning into the clinical laboratory. The HemeScan assay for CLL precludes the need for G-banded cytognetics by simultaneously revealing prognostic marker status and the level of genomic complexity in > 85% of cases.